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ABSTRACT 

 

Examining of medicine and health information on the internet is becoming very common now-a-

days. Till date many researches and development is being done in the field of extracting results 

from information available on internet. Many algorithms and procedures have being proposed.  So 

this article shows a comparative study of aspect level text mining for given drug reviews using the 

different approaches proposed then further suggesting the best approach. The study is done by 

considering some perspectives which will lead to better categorization of aspects from the given 

reviews. This study will show which of the algorithm is best suitable for implementing aspect level 

text mining. This paper also gives a brief description on how to implement the best suitable 

algorithm. We represent the final result in the form of graph based aspects of drug considered. 
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1 INRODUCTION 

 

THE beginning of web 2.0[1][2] encouraged many research activities on the information available 

on the World Wide Web services which lead to development of numerous automatic analysis of 

user generated contents that could extract information from it. Nowadays people are not only 

interested in a products specifications, brand and quality but also opinion and views of customers 

who had used that product. Publicly available opinions provide valuable information for decision-

making processes. An essential part of information-gathering has always been to find out what other 

people think. With the growing accessibility and acceptance of opinion-rich resources such as 

online review sites and personal blogs, gave new opportunities and tasks so that people now can 

actively use information technologies to seek out and understand the opinions of others. 

Extracting the useful information from text or collection of text is called text mining. The research 

activities in the area of opinion mining dealt with computational treatment of opinion, feelings and 

assessments available in the text. In many situations only the ratings like stars and grades cannot 

predict the quality of product and its service. For example a movie may have a good story line but 
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very complicated plotting of actors [3]. Thus, more refined aspect level mining of opinions is 

needed to extract and group aspects of a product to predict opinion and feelings. 

Prior studies on aspect level opinion mining were based on regular products like electronic gadgets 

and daily usable products [1] but not in the medical domain, because people preferred to ask views 

and opinion from authenticated and expert persons like doctor and chemists. But the contemporary 

finding and research activities have shown that the drug’s user generated evaluations are convenient 

and significant, especially for chronic diseases also sometimes can be useful for non-chronic 

diseases. Many patients hunt for opinion from people with related illnesses. This would ultimately 

lead to share of ideas which will help them to lessen the symptoms and side effects of the drug used. 

 

2 RELATED RESAERCH WORK 

 

Though there are many related research work has been done in the field of aspect mining (opinion 

mining and sentiment analysis). LDA [4] (Latent dirirchlet allocation) is a topic model and very 

useful to understand probabilistic approach in given text. LDA represents the topic by the help of 

probability it split out the words from the sentences. LDA decides the topic. 

 

E.g. 

Sample A:Paracitamol must be taken in fever. 

Sample B:Asprin is good medicine for headache. 

Sample C: To get relief from headache Disprin is best. 

 

By the help of three statements sample A,B,C the first sentence A is talking for fever ,Similarly B 

and C is talking for headache, by this the topic get decided. Its drawback as it only gives topic by 

which the sentence is talking about. If there are large data it get difficult to give topic .It is the 

drawback of t. The other is NMF [6] (Non negative matrix factorization) is an analysis method used 

for data containing +ve and –ve aspects. Matrix factorization techniques are very much effective as 

they allow us to discover feature between two different entities. NMF is used for mining of text, in 

this process a document term matrix is constructed. Document term matrix is a mathematical matrix 

that describes the frequency of words that occur in a collection of documents. Its drawback is that if 

there is spelling mistake it will not work effectively. As NMF do the multiplication of two matrices 

if there is spelling mistake in the medicine name it will not work properly and give wrong result. 

Another is SSNMF [8] (semi supervised NMF) that inherits the property of NMF algorithm. The 

performance of classification is improved by SSNMF. Information of class is added into NMF By 

the help of class the SSNMF algorithm will work effectively. In spite of organizing the data into 

classes content relatedness and word cohesiveness is not get improved. In SSNMF the spelling 

problem is not fully removed. Apart from above all the three models there are many more research 

activities in this field but this proposed model can be better. 

 

3 Different aspect level text miming algorithms 

 

Opinion mining and sentiment analysis can be done in the following ways  
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1. Document level i.e. is this review positive or negative?  

2. Sentence level i.e. is this sentence positive or negative?  

3. Aspect level (Feature level) [1] [10].  

Both the document level and sentence level opinion classification are useful to some extent but 

not but they lack behind because they do not convey much about what person liked and disliked 

about the entity. They are not able to identify the targets or aspects/attributes of entity for which 

opinion is been analyzed from reviews. For the specific reviews aspect based opinion mining and 

sentiment analysis is easy entity is usually known (i.e. product name). And reviewers simply 

express positive and negative opinion on different aspects of entity (i.e. drug’s name). But for 

blogs, discussion forums etc. are very difficult as both entity and aspects of entity are nameless, 

there can be many contrasts and also many unrelated information available. So we can classify 

the text based on the following perspectives as 

 Content relatednesswhich states how the content of review can be related to satisfaction 

and dissatisfaction of the opinion holder.  

 Understandability states how simple the review given by the person. And the original 

semantic meaning of the aspect is clearly understood by the general public. 

 Word cohesivenessshows how two adjacent words affect the semantic meaning of the text. 

 Content diversityshows in a drug review the public would be writing about wide variety of 

aspects of drug, their experiences, emotions, feelings. 

 Polaritiesshows the polarizations in review for an aspects. 

Table 1: Comparison of the different aspects algorithms 
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Fig 1. Comparison Graph of the different aspects algorithms 

 

So these are the perspectives which a good aspect should possess. This is helpful in filtering the 

aspects from the reviews. The main advantage is that it can identify the polarizations in the text. 

This becomes very simple because the calculation is based on mere probability which is just a 

matter of counting the aspect’s satisfaction and dissatisfaction review. 

 

3.1   Problem definition: Given opinion text T with each review labelledRi,extract all the 

aspects related to drug review which are related to specific label Ri. The task is to identify and 

extract specific aspects for given target. Sometimes it will be necessary to further make 

fragments because only small element in that aspect may be required. For instance, a drug may 

have several side effects and benefits but the patient may be stressing on particular benefit or 

side effects of that drug. 

We propose this system which will excavate the aspects of drug using probabilistic approach 

based on the positive and negative parameters. Here person who holds the opinion is called 

opinion holder. Opinion holders are usually authors of the posts. In this an opinion text Tis a 

quadruple (Ej,Ajk, Soijkl, Hi), where Ejis an entity for which the text is written, Ajkis an 

aspect/feature of the entity Ej, Soijklis the sentiment value of the opinion of the opinion holder hi 

on feature Ajkof entityEj, Soijklis positive, negative, or neutral, or a more granular rating, Hiis an 

opinion holder. 

Since further calculation involved based on uncertainty we proposed to use probabilistic 

approach for further calculation Bayesian network, EM (expectation maximization) algorithm 

[5]. This algorithm is used for learning process of the system. Whenever new aspect or word is 

encountered that is not in the knowledge base. It is two-step process E-step and M-step. E-step 

involves calculating the conditional probability and in M-step the updating takes place by 

maximizing the likelihood data points encountered .The figure 1 shows results of the reviews of 
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sample drug 1. It depicts a bar graph representing aspects of drug1 based on number of positive 

and negative reviews of the aspects of sample drug 1. The aspects of drug considered are the 

brand/category of drugs, side effects of the drug, power (i.e. 50mg, 250 mg etc.) of drug, dosage 

of drug on which patient was put, how it was suited to male and female patients. So all these 

aspects of drug can extracted from the available internet sources and then by using probabilistic 

approaches we can make bar graph based on positive and negative parameters of the drug 

aspects. The probabilistic approach is just a matter of counting the aspects with its related 

positive and negative feature. So that we can represent it in the form of graph for better 

understandability as shown in figure 1. 

Supposea symptom of Jaundice is Yellow eye and High fever. So by Bernoulli’s distribution we 

can find which drug is more suitable to the person having yellow eye and high fever. Because a 

person having high fever is not necessary that they are writing about yellow eyes. We can find by 

the help of following formula 

 

P [ A , O , J , Y , H  ] =  P [ A | O , J , Y , H ] . P [O,J,Y,H] 

= P [A | O,J,Y,H]. P [O | J,Y,H]. P [J,Y,H] 

= P [A | O,J,Y,H]. P [O | J,Y,H]. P [J | Y,H] .P[Y,H] 

P [ A , O ,  J , Y , H ] =  P [ A | J ] . P [O | J]. P [J | Y,H]. P [Y]. P [H] 

 

Acetaminophen: A 

Phenobarbital oral: O 

Jaundice: J 

Yellow fever: Y 

High fever: H 

 

 

Fig 2. Example result for reviews of sample drug 1 

4 CONCLUSION & DISCUSSION 

In this paper we attempt to extract aspects from online customer reviews using probabilistic 

approach. To be precise it is supportive in identifying the patient’s experience whether he/she 

was satisfied or unsatisfied by the drug used. So, this aspect level text mining can be very useful 

for general public who are suffering from chronic as well as non-chronic disease if implemented 

well. The field of opinion mining and sentiment analysis is one of the focused research areas for 
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the reason that extracting information from these extensive sources are difficult but very useful. 

The blogs, review websites and discussion forums can be the best data source for this model [1]. 

This will serve to pharmaceutical companies as building their business strategy plans. General 

public would be more familiar with new drugs and effects due to change in constituents of drugs. 

This model extracts the aspect from happy customers and angry customers of the drug and then 

summarizes a probabilistic result based on positive and negative parameters. It is and challenging 

approach to mine the aspects from huge data sources available on internet. The future prospect of 

this concept is that it can used to compare drugs for better summarization of the information. 
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